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MOTIVATION
How we use the internet has changed dramatically over the last

became a “click and mortar” store. The “20th” Century reports were

ten years. In that time, particular internet interaction patterns

(are) more like a brick and mortar store in that they use the same

have surfaced as successful. Those patterns have slowly made

traditional ideas to deliver their information, but the world around

their way into company Business Intelligence (BI) or Business

us is changing. The way we think about BI Reports and, better yet,

Analytics (BA) reporting. Still, we know that it’s often good to

BA Reports, can change too… by taking advantage of what works for

“think outside the box” and that’s especially important when

other genres of information. One of the biggest changes in our lives

there are struggles “inside the box”. This paper is intended

of course is our use of information on the web. Amazon, Google,

to get people thinking about business intelligence reporting

Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, etc, are all about making the right

and business analytics in new ways that could increase the

information available to their customers. Let’s take that Web 2.0

probability of their success and value to their company.

thinking and approach of organic growth, to our BI/BA customers.

In Wired magazine, author Clive Thompson, reminds us that

Admittedly, some of the ideas below are more relevant to
larger companies. I’m not going to make that judgment for you,
though. If it fits in your company, make it so.

“Marshall McLuhan points out whenever we get our
hands on a new medium we tend to use it like older ones.
Early TV broadcasts consisted of guys sitting around

ACQUIRING INFORMATION

reading scripts because nobody had realized yet that

Let’s first look at how reports are built. The key to valuable reports

TV could tell stories differently.”

is the data that goes into them. Companies have spent millions
— Wired Magazine

of dollars creating data warehouses. This structured data is very
important. There is also a lot of informal or unstructured data out

We use Business Intelligence and Business Analytics Reports in
many of the same ways we used the old medium (paper reports).
Some people are starting to break out of that mode. They realize
that like the Reese’s Peanut Butter Cup we get even better
results when we combine our information and analytics with
novel methods for creation and distribution.

there, too, within companies, on the web and on people’s desktops.
The data is informal or unstructured because
yy it’s not part of a data warehouse
yy it may not have a formal process for updating
yy it is part of something else, such as basketball scores on a
web page, or

Consider the example of creating reports. Some companies have
a formal request process designed to align business and IT.

yy it is text, such as comments from a Help Desk, pictures or
video.

The process manages the implementation and prioritization of
reports with key steps for requirements gathering. Is that really

Let’s look at the way data is used in Web 2.0, though, and see

the best way? Kay Redditt and Tom Lodahl don’t think so. In their

what we can learn.

article titled Business/IT Alignment Redux they show from their
research that companies who rely on the formal request process
actually have the worst business and IT alignment. The process is
slow and cumbersome and assumes that people know what they
want. Most of the time, there is no thought put into what “could”
be gotten out of a report. Instead, people just accept and make
the best of the standard report they’ve received many times over.

Mash-ups such as Yahoo Pipes, have become a very popular way
to integrate originally unrelated data sources.
“In web development, a mashup is a web application that
combines data from one or more sources into a single
integrated tool. The term Mashup implies easy, fast
integration, frequently done by access to open APIs (Ed:

How many of you can think of situations where reports were

application programming interfaces that are openly defined

created only to sit and be stored where nobody uses them?

for others to use) and data sources to produce results that

Or people bypass the formal methods, download data

were not the original reason for producing the raw source

themselves, and create their own reports?

data. An example of a mashup is the use of cartographic data
from Google Maps to add location information to real-estate

When internet stores first came on the scene the fashion became to

data, thereby creating a new and distinct Web service that was

call traditional stores “brick and mortar” stores. When a “brick and

not originally provided by either source.”

mortar” store took on an internet presence, such as Blockbuster, it
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Google Maps is a popular data source, because Google publishes

anything you think would be helpful) could be an undiscovered

an easy to use API. People have mashed it up with real estate

gem. Maybe no association would exist, but if a trend in sales

data, gas prices, hurricane data, and multiple data sources to

could be correlated to changes in the pictures, the forecaster

help the LA Fire Department fight fires more effectively.

could use that information to predict future trends.

The data sources don’t have to be limited to traditional options,

Soon, when image recognition software becomes mainstream, the

such as a Database Management System or Spreadsheets. API’s

forecasting software may be able to find those correlations for you.

(Application Programming Interfaces) are out there for many

Apple has already introduced Face Recognition software into it’s

kinds of data via unusual mediums or sources. SAS can pull data

iPhoto application. Once you identify a face in a photograph it finds

from web sites or RSS feeds. Again from Wikipedia…

that same face in all your photos and tags them for you.

“RSS (an abbreviation for Really Simple Syndication) is a
family of Web feed formats used to publish frequently
updated works—such as blog entries, news headlines, audio,
and video—in a standardized format.2 An RSS document
(which is called a “feed”, “web feed”,3 or “channel”) includes
full or summarized text, plus metadata such as publishing
dates and authorship.”
— Wikipedia
Enterprise Guide (EG) is a great tool for integrating data from
multiple sources. Using it and the powerful Filename statement
we can create our own mashups. Weather, stocks, census data,
page-rankings, number of “Digg”s for trailers of new films,
or even sport scores can all be pulled into SAS data sets for
integration into analyses to support decision-making. Once we’ve
built an ETL project in EG we want to then be able to publish it to
a collaborative server for others to use and comment on.

Another example of using new data sources is Chris Hemedinger’s
Mining the VP debate results according to Twitter — with SAS.
He used an RSS Feed to gather informal VP votes from people
all around the country after the Vice-Presidential debate. That
delivery person above could be sending Twitter-like inputs to
quickly capture and take advantage of useful information.
Within a company, there could be many data stores that have
cropped-up over time as different business units try to solve
their problems. Add to this the naturally inconsistent way that
data has been delivered to the web and you have data anarchy,
as coined by Todd Pearsall of the COMSYS BI Practice (formerly
known as Praeos). Todd has a methodology for the data
integration that is needed to support this data anarchy.
He outlines it in more detail, but it’s essentially something like this:
yy A data search tool is set loose on your on-line transaction
processing (OLTP) systems to scan for data relationship like

Once you start thinking outside the data warehouse box, then
who knows what may be valuable? Have you heard about Google’s
Cold and Flu Tracker? By using the number of queries related to
colds and flu, Google is able to track the arrival of the flu virus
in different parts of the country up to two weeks sooner than
traditional surveillance systems; the sources of data are not fixed.
What if a sales forecaster for a consumer packaged goods company
tied-in pictures of stores with their forecasts? The delivery person
would take a picture every week and the pics displayed on the
forecast graph. The forecaster could watch for visual changes

a web spider building a search engine inventory (technically
similar to Exceros’ approach for data mapping, but on a larger
scale). The data in table XYZ of system 1 is likely related to
table ABC of system 2 because there is a column where 78% of
the values match if you truncate the right 3 characters.
yy The server tool inventories the relationships it finds and
defines a confidence level for that relationship.
yy A user with an analysis or ad-hoc reporting GUI can select
fields and pull back data to investigate (the UI is using the
highest confidence link between the requested data to
create the extract).

whenever there is an unexpected change in sales volume.

yy If the relationship is wrong the user can flag it so it doesn’t

One source for this idea comes from some YouTube videos.

yy The more times the relationship is used (and by more people)

get used again in their query.

In 1 minute and 36 seconds you can see a daily snapshot of a

the confidence level of the relationship is increased.

person from over an 8 year period. Several people have done

yy If a critical mass in usage can be reached, incorrect

this. You can see changes in that person and sometimes in the

relationships will become irrelevant and correct paths

background. Having this video history of sales locations (or of

always selected.
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Visual BI, also allow this capability. One can often see trends or
dfPower from DataFlux can help here. From the web-site,

patterns that could not be seen in other ways. Stephen Few of

dfPower can be used to:

Perceptual Edge recently gave a seminar on BetterManagement.

yy Profile data to understand the actual content of the data

com about what can be done to visualize trends and patterns

before ETL and ensure that the data brought over is

using JMP. These features give analysts an powerful lens through

consistent and useful

which to bring the complexity of our problems into focus. If

yy Create consolidated master records from disparate

we tie this capability to the BI/BA report, then we enhance the

customer data sources.

static, aggregate, tabular view with a dynamic, interactive, visual

yy Uncover relationships within your enterprise by validating:

component. We can even take the new medium to another level

–– Primary/foreign key relationships

by creating video reports. These short, specific videos would

–– Cross-table relationships

combine dynamic graphics with audio overlay to bring the story

–– Cross-database relationships

told by the data (historical and predictive) to a sharper relief.

Even Microsoft has realized the value of this approach, though

Another improvement is, clearly, to convert “business

their tools are a long way off.

intelligence” to “business analytics” through the use of Statistics

Finally, for free form text data, SAS has just come out with a new

advances are being made by my fellow Statisticians. Some

product, SAS Content Categorization. I have not seen it, but

of the concern from the past about opening the Pandora’s box

this is exactly the right direction.

and providing analytics to the “layman” is alleviated by these

(or Analytics). Due to the growth in computational power, great

advances. For example, assumptions about normality, are not

The program

as necessary anymore because we can rely on techniques that
are adaptive to the nature of the specific problem. We can make

“…applies natural language processing and advanced

these advanced analytical techniques available in useful ways to

linguistic techniques to automatically categorize large
volumes of multilingual content that is acquired, generated,
or exists in a repository. It correctly parses and analyzes
content for entities and events, which are then used to create
metadata and trigger business processes.”
— SAS.com
What a great beginning for enhancing the way that unstructured
data impacts your decision-making process.

our report builders. Doing so would still require some education
and safeguards so that the techniques are used appropriately
and the decisions are based on good, robust results. That’s
not an easy task, but it can be done. Stephen Few gave another
webinar about Risk Analysis and Prediction. He proposed that
advanced analytical techniques can be understood by the
broader audience “of knowledge workers” without the advanced
statistical teaching if they have the right basics and the right
tools. Web 2.0 is going to continue and expand upon enabling
this broader audience to use and reap the benefits of

Using Information
Now that they have the information, our users have to have the

advanced statistics.

tools that allow them to join, sort, subset, aggregate, graph,

This enabling works best when Statisticians and Application

analyze, etc. SAS has applications that do this well (Enterprise

Developers work together. We’ve built applications for

Guide, Web Report Studio and JMP, for example) and they’re only

companies in Manufacturing, Market Research, Health &

going to get better. In our new perspective, how do we want to

Life Sciences, and Telecommunications that bring advanced

think different, as Apple would say, about the tools and add

statistical techniques – State Space Analysis, Principal

even more value?

Components, Time Series, and Control Charts – into the hands

A valuable tool to give the people in the sandbox is the ability

of those making the decisions.

to generate multi-variable graphics, make them interactive, and

Another way to accelerate the creation of BI and BA Reports is

connect multiple graphs together for greater functionality. Most

to watch the sandbox and look for patterns. An analogy that

good questions are complex and the information needed to

is in no way out of the 21st Century is the establishment

answer them is complex. Packages like X-Lisp-Stat or ViSta have

of sidewalks at a university. The story goes that when the

had this for a long time. JMP and the newer SAS application,

university was first built they did not lay sidewalks. Instead they
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let people walk where they wanted to. Wherever the paths were

This approach would effectively be a peer review of the user

formed, that’s where they put a sidewalk. We can do the same

generated reports. Employees are able to a) refine the “story”

in reporting. We will track the reports (tables, charts and other

the reports tell, b) brainstorm new and better ways to “tell the

output) that people generate in their day to day work. Or we

story”, and c) cross-pollinate ideas from one domain to another.

record the drill down paths taken in OLAP Server or something

Furthermore, we avoid the cumbersome and ineffective request,

like Futrix. When the same, or similar, paths are generated

review, and requirement gathering process of the past, yet still

repeatedly there may be some value there that can be taken

allow the “shot gun” method of generating reports that we’ve

advantage of. Identifying the patterns may be easiest with a

been discussing to not overwhelm the user community. This sort

custom-built web application, but it’s possible to do with the

of collaboration can be as easy to use and as popular (within the

other applications mentioned above. Once we see the paths,

appropriate communities) as something like Flickr.

we give them an alert that suggests standardizing the report.
Then we create a stored process that recreates that output
and put it into the mix (see below) for consideration. We can
also give them a “publish” button so that if they have a report
that they think is particularly useful, they can publish it to the

The collaboration also gives statisticians and other analytical
experts the opportunity to weigh-in on the statistical techniques
being used. Tags and other metadata (see below) associated with
the statistical models can be sent in alerts on the statistician’s

collaborative server quickly and easily.

dashboard. A review of the reports will identify places where

What else can we do, now, to bring these reports into the 21st

where novel, valid usage should get disseminated to others.

Century Global Village? Here are some more ideas to get the

Even if there aren’t statistics in a particular report, a statistician

creative juices flowing.

or other analyst may see an opportunity to suggest it.

Collaboration

The collaboration could be done in an asynchronous discussion

The sandbox should have a way for people to collaborate on

forum, or via an online interactive environment. Consumers,

what they’ve done. Neil Raden in a 2007 paper titled BI 2.0:

statisticians and data people can use webinar tools such as iLinc

Pervasive, Intelligent and Timely said, “Instead, new analyses

or GoToMeeting to dig deeper into reports. They can look at

will be built incrementally, using social networking with your

the data that’s available, discuss the meaning, talk about any

peers, through tagging, semantics and intelligent agents.”

analysis the analyst has put together, and come to an agreement

However, we don’t want to create reports that are “junk mail,” as

on a usable and efficient report format.

training or tweaking needs to be done, as well as instances

if they are automatically valuable to the users. If we give people
ways to provide feedback, filter, and improve the reports,
then we make them more targeted toward their consumer and
enhance their value to the company.

In the asynchronous style, we provide the wiki capability of
everyone being able to edit the reports. For example, suppose
I just got an e-mail saying that Dave put out a new report, so I
go out to the site to review it. It looks great, but I think if Dave

In The Real World™ people post photos, blogs, and videos for

added variable X to the table he could see some interesting

others to see. Visitors comment and respond to the postings.

results. Or, as a statistician, I see that we could overlay some

By extending that concept to BA reports (created by any of

optimization. I make that change, add a new description and

the methods above) we tap into a company’s greater human

save it. Dave is notified via e-mail that I’ve made the changes.

intellectual capital. The technology is there but the culture

The version control system allows him to see the changes I

of the group obviously has to support that kind of openness

made and back out of any he doesn’t care for. We just cut the

and vulnerability. For example, we’ve built systems that

development time down quite a bit.

allow statistical modelers to publish their work from within

Navigation

Enterprise Guide to a collaboration site. Users from around
the world can comment on a model’s effectiveness in various
scenarios. Other users can then learn from the comments and
the modeler can improve their reliability and robustness.

Another feature of the New Web is the tag. A tag is metadata,
typically a keyword or phrase, that describes the report or report
component. As metadata the keyword or phrase does not have
to be in the body of the report, which provides a way to expand
the report’s exposure without cluttering it up.
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The tags could be open and unstructured like they seem to be

Analytics Solution has a similar capability in the tree view that

for the blogs on sas.com, or they could be attributes analogous

represents customer site journeys, and in the Treeview applet.

to the genes of an organism as in the Music Genome Project.
This project was started by

In our BI/BA system, a report that you use would start as the
center point on the map. Other reports that are similar to your
report are shown around it. The closer they are the more they

Will Glaser, Jon Kraft, and Tim Westergren to “capture the

are like your report. Determining what “close” and “alike” means

essence of music at the fundamental level” using over 400

could be based on what they share and don’t share, for example

attributes to describe songs and a complex mathematical

how many tags, data sources, variables or other characteristic

algorithm to organize them.

are in common between the two. Now click on one of those

A given song is represented by a vector (a list of attributes)

points and it will recenter with new reports around it (including

containing approximately 150 “genes” (analogous to trait-

yours). The report itself can pop up immediately or with another

determining genes for organisms in the field of genetics).

double-click. With this method you can traverse the tree to

Each gene corresponds to a characteristic of the music, for

explore the reports that people have created.

example, gender of lead vocalist, level of distortion on the
electric guitar, type of background vocals, etc. Rock and
pop songs have 150 genes, rap songs have 350, and jazz
songs have approximately 400. Other genres of music, such
as world and classical, have 300-500 genes. The system
depends on a sufficient number of genes to render useful
results. Each gene is assigned a number between 1 and 5, in
half-integer increments.

Now combine that with something like Apple’s Cover Flow for
iTunes. This technology “displays all the album art in your music
collection in one easy-to-navigate interface that mimics a CD
collection or jukebox selection. Move between covers using the
forward and back arrows” or on the iPhone using just your finger.
Bringing this to the BI/BA interface would allow the business user
to see a thumbnail of the report (hmm, maybe that’s an “Ugh!”) as

Given the vector of one or more songs, a list of other similar

they traverse along this multi-dimensional space.

songs is constructed using a distance function.

Sharing

To create a song’s genome, it is analyzed by a musician in a
process that takes 20 to 30 minutes per song.
— Wikipedia
Either way this metadata connects reports from a wide variety
of sources. If someone is looking for a report related to price
points, they search on the tag “price points” or click on “price
points” in the “tag map.” Enterprise Guide, for example, could be
extended so that users can add tags to reports they publish.

So, awesome data has been fed into the system, brought
together in unique ways, and displayed in reports that add
significant value. The technique being used allows a company
to generate hundreds and hundreds of BI and BA Reports. Is
that a good problem to have? Now how do you find the reports
that are helpful to you among all of these. The Cover Flow Mind
Map is a cool way to do it, but it may get old fast. It’s designed
more for an exploratory quest. Amazon and Google give us
some ideas here. If you are looking at a book, say on Amazon’s

Now we have these reports with tags, but how do you utilize

web site, they will also show you a section with “Customers who

the tags to make the multitude of reports more accessible to

bought this item also bought…”

the user? By adding the tags the reports now live in a highly
multi-dimensional domain. We can use them to navigate the
reports along their conceptual and business relationships.
The typical “tag map” shown with blogs or other web sites is a
possible way for users to traverse these dimensions. The mind
map technique for displaying these types of relationships would
be even better. The Literature Map uses that technique to help
you find new authors (though I don’t know what their distance
measure is). You input the name of an author that you like and
the site displays a graphic with that author in the center and
other authors spread out around them. You can see who is near
them in some “space” defined by the web site owners. SAS Web
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Their purpose is to cross-sell their products and if we think of
our BI and BA Reports as products, then we are doing the same
thing. They are able to provide the suggestions by watching
what people do. If we watch what reports people look at, then
implementing their techniques can be pretty easy. Eventually,
we’ll have the following scenario: You’ll be out on our company
intranet looking at a report in SAS’ Information Delivery Portal
(IDP), and you’ll see a sidebar that says “People who have viewed
this report have also viewed the following…” We can do this for
our employees as easily as we can for our customers. Now we’ve
given a passive, automated way to make suggestions for which
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reports to use. People don’t have to go out and create their own

these statistical methods. This solution tracks the behavior of

reports. If someone else has already done the work you don’t want

customers and places them in one of a set of defined states. For

to reinvent the wheel. Adding ratings to the reports based on how

example, a credit card company may have a state defined for the

helpful or informative they are can further add to their value.

way a business traveler uses their card. If that customer changes

Now that we’re tracking what people view, let’s take that metaview to the next level. Let’s pay attention to the pattens that
show up in the reports that people view in tandem. We might
see in those patterns a suggestion of new reports that are a
combination of the report components or of the data within

states rapidly, that could trigger an event. Moving from a high
volume state to a low volume state, could trigger a call to make
sure they are not switching to another provider. Now what if we
applied the idea to our reports? If people’s report or data usage
changes states, an event might be triggered to find out why.

the originals reports. Of course, if someone sees a report that

Many breakthrough ideas happen by taking something that’s

is particular helpful to them they may want to share it with

standard in one domain and applying it to another. The methods

someone else a la Digg or StumbleUpon.

above or others that increase the exposure of valuable graphs

We would also have an alert portlet in the IDP that would show the

and data can contribute to cross-pollinating of ideas.

“hot” new reports. By looking at the “hot” reports, others might

Conclusion

find a new way to better present their own data. Statisticians

There are a lot of ideas in this paper and a lot more coming out

could be watching to see what reports bubble to the top. A quick

every day as people grow more and more familiar with the new

discussion with the users of the reports can identify potential

medium available to us and what it can do. Some of these ideas are

analytics to add. They’ve now added value to the report by taking

implemented now. You can see them in SAS products, and others

the historical look of BI and making it forward-looking.

you can see in the work that COMSYS has done for our clients.

By tracking what people view, we can also search for leading

This paper is intended to get BI developers and Business

indicators. Remember Google’s Cold and Flu Tracker above?

management thinking about their BI reports, alerts, tools, etc in

If people start looking at a particular dataset or particular set

new ways in order to achieve faster, easier, more valuable use of

of reports in greater number, maybe there’s something going

the data and analytics that are available. Changing the way of

on there. What do those reports show? Why are people looking

thinking for people coming in to the business world will not be

at them? Is this an “early warning” of something that we should

difficult at all. They live with these techniques and approaches

know about? What do our people know that hasn’t made it up

the way we live with Excel. They use these tools every day and

the ranks yet? Again, we’re applying the standard web analytics

have done amazing things. Bringing these techniques to the

to a new domain. SAS’ Interaction Management tool based

way we create, deliver, disseminate, and collaborate can pull the

on Event-Triggered Marketing is a good example of using

standard, tired business reporting into the 21st century.
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